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The interaction of E. Coli vacant ribosomes with acridine orange was studied to obtain
informations about conformational states of rRNA in ribosomes. Acridine orange (AD) binds
to an RNA in two different modes; the cooperative outside binding with stacking of bound
AD's and the intercalation between nucleotide bases. The number of the nucleotides in rRNA
accessible to the outside binding of AD was found to reduce to about 1/4 in ribosomes com-
pared with free rRNA. The l6-S rRNA in 30-S subunits was found about 1.4 times more
exposed than the 23-S rRNA in SO-S subunits. The formation of the tight 70-S particle reduced
the affinity of ribosomes to the outside binding of AD, suggesting that a change in the overall
states of the rRNA in ribosomes occurs by the association of ribosomal subunits. The Mg2+
dependence of the amount of AD's outside bound to ribosomes inactive in 70-S formation
was quite different from that of active ribosomes but similar to that of free rRNA.
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